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The role of electromagnetic effects in diffraction processes is discussed in the strong and weak pomeron
interaction variants. It is found that the interference of the diagrams with exchange of a "y quantum and 
vector V mesons shifts the position of the vacuum pole by an amount /l.YV - 10-3. A correction is also found 
for the three-pomeron coupling constant, and is connected by a simple relation (3) with /l.Yv. It amounts to 
several percent of the experimental value. It is shown that in the case of strong coupling the contributions 
of these two effects to the position of the vacuum pole can cancel each other. At the same time, the pure 
electromagnetic corrections always shift the pole to the right of unity. 

PACS numbers: 12.40.Mm, 13.40.Ks 

INTRODUCTION 

When theories are developed for diffraction proces
ses, it is customary to neglect electromagnetic ef
fects y,2] It is known, however, that the cross sections 
of certain electromagnetic processes increase with en
ergy (see, e.g.p-5]). The purpose of this paper is to 
ascertain the order of magnitude of the effects resulting 
from allowance for electromagnetic corrections. The 
analysis is limited here to radiative corrections for the 
position of the vacuum pole, and to the value of the 
three-pomeron coupling constant. 

The electromagnetic shift of the position of the 
vacuum pole from the self-energy part shown in Fig. 
1a was discussed in(5]. If the bare pomeron P .has 
ap(O) = 1 + t:,. h, then, owing to absence of reggeization 
of the photon, two poles are produced, a±(O) = 1 + t:,.h 
± t:,.YY where ± , 

~Tl= (lIb'R') «(J,:,~)'/(J~~. (2) 

Here at~ "" 0.1 mb and aror"" 40 mb are the total 
nucleon photoabsorption the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
cross sections; R-2"" 0.5 (GeV/c)2 is a parameter that 
determines the dependence of the cross section of deep 
inelastic scattering on t. It is seen from (1) that regard
less of the sign of t:,.h we have a+(O) > 1, a_(O) < 1. 

A shift of the vacuum pole is also possible as a re
sult of interference between the electromagnetiC and 
strong interaction. An example of the self-energy part 
of this type is shown in Fig. 1b, where V denotes the 
vector mesons p and w. The quantity t:,.yV was calcu
lated in (6,7]. When finding t:,.Y V in the present paper, the 
integration regions in the diagram of Fig. Ib were sub
divided in accord with the value of the energy for V
exchange. It was shown that the main contribution to 
t:,.Y V is made by the integration region where the V ex
change is not reggeized, and a value t:,.YV ~ 10-3 was ob
tained. 

The radiative correction to the three-pomeron coup
ling constant, brought about by the diagram of Fig. 2a, 
is estimated in Sec. 2 (the crosses show the manner in 
which the diagrams are cut). It has turned out that the 
corresponding correction to the three-pomeron vertex 
is connected by a simple relation with the shift of the 
pole 2l: 

(3 ) 
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In Sec. 3 we compare the calculated quantities with 
the experimental data and discuss the result from the 
point of view of the variants of the strongl2] and weak( 1] 

interactions of the pomerons. 

1. CALCULATION OF t:..'YV 

As a result of the shift of the vacuum pole by an 
amount t:,.YV, the total hadron-interaction cross section 
will depend, in first order in t:,.YV, on the energy in the 
following manner: 

(4) 

where M2 is the minimum value of s at which pomeron 
exchange is meaningful. The first term a~ot of (4) is 
due to strong interaction, and the second aint is the re-

tot 
sult of the contribution of the interference of the elec-
tromagnetic and strong interactions-diagrams of the 
type of Fig. 3. 

For the differential cross section of the NN interac
tion with production of two particle showers we have in 
this case[6] 

d'aift' 

dq'ds, ds, 
1 _-='-_ ~ I T TN~VN ( ') I 

(2n)'s' q'(q'+mv') ""' m.. s"t,q .-. 
v 

(5) 

Here q2 is the square of the 4-momentum transfer; Sl 
and S2 are the sQuares of the effective masses of the 

showers; T~~~VN(Sl' t, q2) is the amplitude for the 
photoproduction of a vector meson; t is the square of 
the 4-momentum transferred from y to V. 
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H we use vector dominance and neglect the cross 
section for the absorption of the longitudinal vector 
mesons and Y quanta, we obtain 

1m T .~N_YN (s" t, q') 1'_0 -:-:---::-:=--::- i6n ---s, ( da,N-VN J )'" 
l+q'lmy' dt ._0 

x(g _P.q.+p..q. + ' P.p. ) 
•• pq q (pq)' • 

where daY N - VN 1 dt \ t= 0 is the cross section for the 
forward production of Von a nucleon and PJ.L is the 
nucleon 4-momentum. Changing over in (5) from the 
variables S1 and S2 to S1 and q:n = s1s2/s (the mini
mal value of q2), we substitute (6) in (5) and carry out 
one integration with respect to S1. We obtain 

(6 ) 

1---=- Y 2-+~-2 In -d'a'" 4 m • da,N_VN I (q' q' ) (s) 
dq'dq .. l n' 1:. (q'+mv') , dt 1_0 qm' q' M' . 

v (7) 
At low values of qfu, the energy going to V exchange 

is large and it is necessary to reggeize V. The propa
gator (q2 + myt1 must then be replaced by the energy 
multiplier 

( mv') o.(q')-' n , (nav(q'») , 
-, ?av tg -2-- av(q). 
qm -

(8) 

where ll! V(q2) = ll!V(O) - ll!Vq2 is the V-reggeon trajec
tory; ll!V(O);:; Y2, a'v;:; 1 (GeV/ct2• The factors ll!V(q2) 
in (8) are naturally expected from the exchange de
generacyof p and As (see, e.g.p]). At large values of 
q2 the quantity tan(1Tav(q2)/2) contains poles that must 
be cancelled out. We confine ourselves instead to the 
region q2:s; my of integration with respect to q2; this 
corresponds to the multiperipheral kinematics. 

Thus, by breaking up the region of integration with 
respect to qm in (8) into two intervals, we have 

. 4m • da,N_VN I ( s ) 
a,~~'= r. Y--d-t- 1_. (I,+I,)In M' ' 

v 

where 11 is the contribution from the region where V 
is not reggeized and is equal to 

(9 ) 

1,=J~dYJ~ ~(2-=-+.!...--2). 
(1+x) , Y x (10) 

Yo Y 

h h 2/ 2 d 2 12Th We ave put ere x = q mV an y = qm my. e 
region of integration with respect to x and y has been 
continued to infinity, since the integrand decreases 
rapidly there. The quantity 

Y. , d ( ') 
I, =J dyJ __ X_y,-av(mv") (2-=-+~- 2) ~av'mv'tg ( nay mv x ) 

(l+x)' y x 2 2 
• • (11) 

is the integral over the region where V is reggeized. 

Starting from the condition for matching the two inte
gration regions, we put Yo = 1. Then 

1,=0.85. 1,=0.03. 

After substituting (12) and also the cross section 
values [10] 

we obtain 
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(12 ) 

a~o~'=0.024 [mb) In(slM'). (13) 

From this and from (4) we obtain the shift of the pole 

~'V""0.6·1O-3. (14) 

For comparison, we note that the valueS) obtained 
in[6,7] is AYV = 2.3)( 10-3 • 

The procedure for calculating AYV, even when ac
count is taken of two integration regions, contains a 
number of uncertainties and must be regarded only as 
an estimate. There are here unaccounted-for contribu
tions to Aint from the electromagnetic interactions. 
Nonetheless, Eq. (14) does give the order of magnitude 
of the effect, since the vector dominance makes it pos
sible to describe semiquantitatively the electromagnetic 
interaction at low energies. 

2. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE 
THREE-POMERON COUPLING CONSTANT 

To calculate the contribution of diagram 2a to the 
three-pomeron vertex, we conSider the scattering of a 
pomeron P by a nucleon N as shown in Fig. 4. The 
calculations are carried out here in the same manner 
as for the NN scattering on Fig. 3. The difference is 
that on Fig. 4a, in the upper shower, it is necessary to 
take into account only the cases when the system of the 
produced particles has a low effective mass. Confining 
ourselves to the eikonal approximation, we find that the 
contribution of diagram a of Fig. 4 to the total pomeron
nucleon interll:ction cross section aFo~ is connected with 
the value of a~~~ obtained in Sec. 1 in the following 
manner: 

VN in! 

PH lV_ O'o! CJ/I)f 

(a",) -Jt a,VN In(sIM') (15 ) 
luI 

We note that all the uncertainties contained in the 
calculation of the PN-interaction cross section are in
cluded in the quantity aim. 

By substituting in (3) the values ai'o~ "" 30 mb[ll] and 
AY V ;:; 10-3 we obtain 

(16 ) 

The existing experimental data on the reaction p + p 
- p + X do not contradict the result that the quantity 
gppp lies in the interval of values 0.25-0.5 
(GeV/ct1.[B,12] Thus, the obtained correction (16) 
amounts to several per cent of gppp. 

There are also other electromagnetic contributions 
to the vertex gppp. One of the examples is shown in 
Fig.2b. 

It is interesting that in the case of a theory of the 
vector-dominance type, rather large values of the 
transverse momenta, qi ~ m~, play an important role 
in the diagram of Fig. 2b. One can expect this effect to 
manifest itself in the inclusi ve spectrum of the y quanta 
in the reaction p + p - y + X as a change in the form 
of the spectra at qi i!. mp .4) This example shows that at 

p Kgl:" p 

=c 
N go N 

b 

FIG. 4 
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short distances the y-quantum spectrum is sensitive to 
the parton structure of the hadron wave function (to the 
structure of the initial multiperipheral ladder). 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The obtained estimates of the radiative corrections 
(14) to ap(O), and (16) to gppp show that at the pres
ently attainable energies these corrections are small. 
It is nevertheless useful to assess the role played by 
electromagnetic interactions at asymptotic· energies. 

1. Strong pomeron interaction.["] From the point of 
view of the possible influence of the electromagnetic 
processes, this variant of the theory is of greatest in
terest, since we have here a small parameter, the 
three-pomeron coupling constant. 

To satisfy the condition ap(O) = 1 after turning on the 
three-pomeron interaction, the spectrum of the unre
normalized pomeron must have a gap 

( h), (h) 2 

ilh"" - ~ln~ "" 1,;5·10-'. 
32:1CGp 32rr(tp 

The additional shift produced in the position of the pole 
by the self-energy part shown in Fig. la is equal to 

(17) 

Together with t:.yV from (13), the electromagnetic cor
rections amount to about 1~ of t:.h. 

It must be emphasized that the question of whether 
corrections such as t:.int to the trajectory of the 
vacuum pole are included in t:.h has not been solved in 
principle, and it must be considered separately. In any 
case, it is not excluded that the increase of the bare 
gap by an amount t:.yV is offset by the increase of the 
three-pomeron constant by the amount g~pp. This 
compensation takes place if 

h pN h 

_~ Olof In~=1. 
16Jta/ Y (J~.~~ 16na/ 

(18) 

Within the limit of the uncertainty of g~pp, the rela
tion (18) is satisfied. 

We note that the shift t:. YY cannot be offset by a con
tribution of the three-pomeron interaction. Therefore 
at e2 In (sl so) ~ 1 the effective ap(O) exceeds unity be
cause of the contribution of the electromagnetic interac
tions. 

It is interesting that the screening calculated in[2], 
which results from exchange of the vacuum branch cuts, 
does not change the situation. This is eaSiest to discern 
in four-dimensional space of the transverse momenta, 
followed by continuation in the dimensionality of space, 
in analogy with the procedure used in[2]. We conSider 
first the screening of the interference contribution t:.int . 
When account is taken of the three-pomeron interaction, 
the electromagnetic correction can increase because of 
the change of the Green's function of the pomeron. In 
first order in t:.int , the correction to the Green's func
tion G takes the form 

(19) 

where G = (3(l)/[ w + k2 R2(l)), l = In (II wm), Wm 
= max (w, k2) (all the symbols are taken from[2]). How
ever, after the screenings of the type shown in Fig. 5 
are taken into account, Eq. (19) is altered and takes at 
k2 = 0 the form 

p 

'p 

p 

FIG. 5 

i.e., the contributions of the three-pomeron interaction 
were cancelled out. 

The validity of (20) can be easily verified by noting 
.that the screening of t:.int coincides with the screening 
of r~, for which the relation (32r'/r~ holds, where r~ 
and r' are the unrenormalized and renormalized 
vertices for particle emission by a reggeon.[2] 

It is clear that the same reasoning holds also for 
two-photon exchange. Thus, electromagnetic effects in 
the strong-coupling variant lead to an increase of the 
hadron-interaction cross section. 

2. Weak pomeron interaction.[l] In this case g~pp 
= O. The question of the estimate of the radiative correc
tions to gppp becomes less definite, since it is known 
that the vanishing of gppp means that it is incorrect to 
separate in it contributions of individual diagrams. 

Concerning the influence of the interference of the 
electromagnetic and strong interactions on the position 
of the vacuum pole, we are left with the previous ques
tion: is it necessary to separate this contribution from 
the contribution of the strong interactions? The purely 
electromagnetic contribution t:.YY is singled out as be
fore and leads to a change in the asymptotic form. 

l)Nuc\ear Physics Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences. 
2)We chose for gPPP the normalization assumed in [8]. 
3)Owing to a numerical error in the course of the transition from formula 

(21) to (27), the result for t:. -yV is overestimated in [6] by a factor of 
four. 

4) At smaller values of ql, the principal role is played by -y quanta from 
7fo-meson decay. 
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